COST ENGINEERS & TRANSPORT INFRASTRUCTURE
The vital role cost engineers play in major projects
KAVEH KIA, Lead Consultant, Australia, HKA

In Australia, the Gold Coast Light Rail ran $350 million
over budget. Parramatta Light Rail, not officially
costed, is reported to have blown out from $2.5 billion
to $3.5 billion, and WestConnex Motorway has crept
up from $10 billion to $16.8 billion (The Australian
December 2, 2016).
The assessment of cost overruns on Australian
transport infrastructure projects varies between 5%
and 52%, and depends on the number and types of
examples undertaken by various studies. However,
based on Grattan Institute Report (2016), in the past
15 years Australian transport infrastructure projects
valued at $20 million or more, planned or built, have
cost $28 billion more than their estimated costs.
This is 24% more than announced.
This report also finds that scope changes only
account for about 11% of cost overruns and the rest
of the 89% attributable to other causes. The above
findings represent a substantial gap between
estimated and actual costs and demonstrates real
opportunities for cost engineering skills.
Unfortunately, government agencies do not recognise
this skillset or widely utilise it in transport
infrastructure projects.

Cost engineering is the application of scientific
principles and techniques that are applied to problems
of estimation, cost control, business planning and
management science, profitability analysis, project
management, and planning and scheduling.
The activities of a cost engineer represent four
categories: cost estimating, planning and developing
cost baseline, progress measurement, and cost
control.
To achieve this, cost engineers rely on sound
engineering practices such as engineering economics,
statistics and probability analysis and employ the
Total Cost Management Framework & Process
(Figure 1 & 2) as the sum of the practices and
processes to manage the total life cycle of cost
investment in enterprise portfolio.

Figure 1: Total Cost Management Framework
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The knowledge and skills of cost engineering is widely
recognised in the United Kingdom and the United
States. Australian companies, particularly the
government agencies, have not been able to establish
the framework processes and develop capabilities
required to utilise the skills and knowledge of cost
engineers. Significant budget blowouts in capital
infrastructure projects clearly demonstrate the scope
to employ cost engineering skills in the rail and road
projects and improve cost-forecasting practices.
Employing cost engineers at the very early stage
including strategic assessment or business case
development will enhance the maturity and accuracy
of project funding and the appraisal process. Their
initial involvement will deliver huge benefits to
transport projects through early establishment of a
Total Cost Management Framework; allowing cost
engineers to demonstrate a pathway to improve cost
estimation and forecast practices for the entire
project lifecycle.
Cost engineers knowledge of engineering economics,
statistics and probability analysis will assist
infrastructure programs to establish cost benchmark
indexes based on the predictable patterns. It also
enables delivery teams to base their estimates upon

“Major projects need to employ cost
engineering specialist to better
control the cost and put in place a
comprehensive cost risk assessment
system that project managers can’t
implement independently”.
Kaveh Kia, Lead Consultant, HKA

the cost model supported by historical evidence and
lessons learned rather than the assumptions of
project managers and estimators.
Major projects are the turning point with capturing the
knowledge of cost engineering inevitable. According
to the Grattan Institute Report, large complex
projects are more prone to cost overruns as they tend
to have many interdependent components that
amplifies risk. Unlike small projects, project managers
do not have the required competencies to manage
the cost and contingency of the projects.

Figure 2: The AACE International Total Cost Management Framework – High Level Process Map
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